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We demonstrate a simple, unique method for preparing microcapsules with holes in their shells. Cross-linked
polymelamine microcapsules are prepared by the phase-separation method. The holey shell of each microcapsule is
synthesized on the surface of an oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion droplet where a water-soluble polymeric surfactant and
an oil-soluble surfactant are competitively adsorbed. The water-soluble polymeric surfactant provides a reaction site
for shell formation. The oil-soluble surfactant molecules seem to self-assemble while the shells are being formed, so
holes appear where they assemble. The critical degree of surface coverage of an emulsion droplet by the water-soluble
polymeric surfactant needed to form the holey shells is determined to be 0.90 from theoretical calculations in which
competitive adsorption is considered. Theoretical consideration suggests that the size and quantity of the holes in the
microcapsule shells are controlled by the composition of the surfactants adsorbed on the surface of an emulsion droplet.
This theoretical consideration is confirmed by experiments. The prepared microcapsule with controllable macroholes
in its shell has the potential to be used for controlled release applications and can be used to fabricate a microcapsule
that encapsulates hydrophilic compounds.

Introduction

Materials with well-defined structures in the submicrometer
range have attracted increasing interest in recent years. Hollow
particles such as microcapsules and nanocapsules are of particular
interest because of their potential for encapsulating vast quantities
of large guest materials within their empty cores. Such hollow
materials could be useful in applications in areas as diverse as
biological chemistry, synthesis, and catalysis. Several microen-
capsulation methods have subsequently been developed and
applied to the fields in which they are used today. Microcapsules
with a variety of functions can be produced by using different
microencapsulation methods, such as coacervation, interfacial
polymerization, solvent evaporation, and phase separation. In
fact, a multitude of different applications have already been
proposed for microcapsules, such as microenvironments for
catalyst reactions,1,2 drug carriers,3,4 protective microcontainers
for proteins5 and cells,6,7 bioreactors,8–10 self-healing materials,11

and electrophoretic inks.12,13

The fabrication of hollow spheres with complex, specific
structures is currently of considerable scientific and technological
interest. Modifying the pores in the shell of a hollow sphere is
an interesting structural design idea. For example, Yamaguchi
and co-workers prepared microcapsules with porous shells by
the conventional interfacial polymerization method and then filled
the pores with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) or a copolymer of
N-isopropylacrylamide and acrylic acid using the plasma-graft
polymerization method.14 By modifying the pores with environ-
ment-responsive polymers, they converted the microcapsules
into environment-responsive reactors. In another interesting
example, Xia and co-workers prepared polymeric microsheres,
named “microscale fish bowls”, where each one had a single
hole in its shell that was formed by different two processes: (1)
swelling a polymer particle followed by freezing and solvent
evaporation and (2) preparing a polymer emulsion followed by
freezing and solvent evaporation.15 They also demonstrated that
the single hole in the shell was closed by thermal annealing or
solvent treatment. Before the hole in the shell was closed, different
types of materials were easily and quickly loaded in the microscale
fish bowl through the large hole. In addition, Yin and Yates also
prepared the microscale fish bowl to fabricate a microcapsule
enclosing a hydrophilic core.16 The microscale fish bowl was
immersed in water to load a water-soluble compound through
the single hole, and then the hole was closed by exposing the
microscale fish bowl to a second swelling solvent. Such
microcapsules with hydrophilic cores should be useful in
controlled-release applications. The concept underlying the
modification of shells of a presynthesized hollow microshere is
straightforward and practical. In this concept, the presynthesized
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hollow microshere is used as a template for fabricating an
advanced microcapsule. Therefore, the shell geometry as well
as the shell material of the presynthesized hollow microshere
significantly affects the function of the modified microcapsule.
That is to say, controlling the shell geometry, such as the porosity
and pore diameter, of the presynthesized hollow microsphere is
one of the key issues. Tailoring the composition and structure
of shells in the submicrometer or nanometer range may lead to
new properties for microcapsules and hence new applications.

Some interesting investigations have recently been carried
out to create specific pores of nanometer size and to form
micrometer- or submicrometer-sized macroholes. Wang et al.
prepared a microcapsule with straight pores in the shell by sol-gel
phase inversion followed by the dissolving of the dense skin
layer.17 The microcapsule was utilized as a carrier for im-
mobilizing microbial cells. Lavergne et al. prepared PMMA
microcapsules with well-defined craters (pores and holes) in their
shells by the solvent evaporation method.18 The craters, pores,
and holes in the microcapsule shells were formed by the protrusion
of oil, which stabilized water droplets, into the polymer phase.
Fujiwara et al. synthesized silica microcapsules with nanoscale
macroholes in their shells.19 They applied the transport phe-
nomenon of a polymer through the oil phase of a W/O/W (water/
oil/water) emulsion to create the nanomacroholes. Han et al.
synthesized poly(o-methoxyaniline) hollow microspheres where
each one had a single hole in its surface.20 The hole in the shell
of the hollow microsphere was formed by the diffusion flux of
monomers, and its size could be controlled by adjusting the
concentration of monomers. Ma et al. prepared microcapsules
by the suspension polymerization method in which hexadecane
was enclosed and poly(styrene-co-N,N-dimethylaminoethyl meth-
acrylate) was used as the wall material.21 They prepared
microcapsules, each with a single hole in its wall, by controlling
the monomer conversion and the amount of hexadecane. The
hole in the capsule wall was formed by controlling the interfacial
tension between the hexadecane phase and water and that between
the polystyrene phase and water. Chen et al. also fabricated a
polymeric hollow sphere with a single hole in its shell.22 They
prepared the polystyrene hollow microsphere with a hole by
interface-initiated emulsion polymerization in the presence of
isooctane. They used cumyl hydroperoxide with Fe2+ as the
redox initiator to ensure that the reactions of the primary radicals
took place only at the oil/water interface. An interesting
microcapsule with well-defined macroholes was presented by
Dinsmore et al.23 They used a colloidosome as a template for
fabricating a microcapsule with a selectively permeable shell.
They first fabricated a colloidosome by utilizing the adsorption
property of polymeric colloidal particles onto an emulsion droplet.
The adsorbed particles were then locked together by sintering
the polymeric particles at a temperature somewhat higher
than the glass-transition temperature of the polymer. Another
interesting method for fabricating a hollow polymer particle with
a hole in its shell was demonstrated by Minami et al.24 They
prepared hollow polymer particles where each one had a single

hole in its polydivinylbenzene shell as a result of the self-
assembling of phase-separated polymer method (named SaPSeP
method) in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Their
strategy for preparing hollow polymer particles, each with a hole
in its shell, was unique and elegant. They used the self-assembly
of polydivinylbenzene microgels at the interface of core droplets
in the presence of SDS. The self-assembly of polydivinylbenzene
microgels was affected by the adsorption of SDS at the interface.
A hole (or holes) was formed in the shell at places where the
SDS molecules had assembled and the adsorption of microgels
was insufficient.

The self-assembly of surfactants and polymers is a valuable
tool for tailoring the structure of microcapsule shells. It provides
compartmentalization on the nanometer scale, and the sites can
act as structural templates for holes in microcapsule shells. In
the study reported here, we used this self-assembly strategy to
synthesize polymeric microcapsules with macroholes in their
shells. We prepared the microcapsules by the phase-separation
method because we have been investigating the shell-formation
mechanism of cross-linked polyamino resin microcapsules
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Figure 1. Protocol for preparing cross-linked polymelamine micro-
capsules encapsulating an oily core in which an oil-soluble surfactant
was dissolved. The size distributions of the emulsion droplets were (a)
polydisperse and (b) uniform in size, so in part a only some of the
microcapsules in the same batch prepared according to this process had
macroholes in their shells, but in part b, all of them did. To check the
theory proposed in this work and to prepare microcapsules with
macroholes of the same quality, it was necessary to use emulsion droplets
of a uniform size.
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prepared by the phase-separation method in our laboratory.25

We found that the water-soluble polymeric surfactant, which
was added in the continuous phase, adsorbed on the surface of
an emulsion droplet and provided a foothold for the reaction to
form the microcapsule shell. We therefore expected that

microcapsules with macroholes could be prepared when the phase-
separation method was applied in the presence of an additional
surfactant that would self-assemble while the shell was being
formed and provide sites where macroholes could form. We
examined the preparation of microcapsules according to this
strategy. We also tried to explain the resulting phenomenon from
a theoretical viewpoint and to tailor the structure of the
microcapsule shell according to theoretical considerations. In
addition to reporting these studies, we describe the potential of
microcapsules with tailored holes in their shells for controlled
release applications and as templates for fabricating advanced
microcapsules.

Experimental Section
Materials. Melamine was used for the monomer, and 37%

formalin solution was used for the condensing agent. SDS and
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) were used as an emulsion stabilizer in
the emulsification process using a Shirasu porous glass (SPG)
membrane. Sodium hydroxide was used to adjust the pH of the
continuous phase in the microencapsulation process. They were
analytical-grade reagents purchased from Wako Pure Chemical
Industries, Ltd. The polymeric surfactant, poly(ethylene-alt-maleic
anhydride) (poly(E-MA), weight-average molecular weight Mw )
100 000-500 000 g/mol) was purchased from Aldrich. It was
dissolved in distilled water at 363 K under vigorous agitation. It
should be noted that almost all maleic anhydride units of poly(E-
MA) were hydrolyzed to maleic acid units. Therefore, poly(E-MA)
acted as a hydrophilic surfactant. Solsperse17000 and Sorbitan
trioleate (SPAN85), which are oil-soluble surfactants, were used as
additional surfactants. Solseperse17000 was kindly supplied by
Lubizol Japan Ltd. Its weight-average molecular weight Mw was
measured by gel permeation chromatography (HLC8120, Tosoh,
GPC) on the basis of polystyrene standards with tetrahydrofuran as
an eluent and was determined to be 4140 g/mol. SPAN85 was
purchased from Aldrich. Its molecular weight was 957.5 g/mol.
These oil-soluble surfactants were not distributed in an aqueous
phase. The aim of using oil-soluble surfactants as additional
surfactants was to prevent them from interacting with poly(E-MA)
or melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer in the continuous phase
while the microcapsule shells were being formed. Isopar G was used
as the solvent in the disperse phase enclosed in the microcapsules.
It was purchased from Exxon Mobil Co. The specific gravity of
Isopar G is 7.49 × 105 g/m3. Oil blue N and oil red O were used
as oil-soluble dyes to confirm the elution of the core material from
the microcapsules. They were purchased from Aldrich. Ethanol was
used to elute the core material from the microcapsules. It was an
analytical-grade reagent. Reactive blue 160 was used as a water-
soluble dye. They were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical
Industries. All chemicals were used as received.

Preparation of Cross-Linked Polymelamine Microcapsules.
Cross-linked polymelamine microcapsules were prepared using the
following procedure. An adequate amount of poly(E-MA) was
dissolved in ultrapure water. (The resulting aqueous solution is called
continuous phase I hereafter.) The pH of continuous phase I was
about 2 and was adjusted to 4.0 by using a 3 × 103 mol/m3 NaOH
aqueous solution. The disperse phase was prepared by dissolving
the required amount of oil-soluble surfactant in Isopar G. The O/W
emulsions were prepared by two different processes: (1) mixing
continuous phase I and the disperse phase at 25 s-1 for 600 s to
prepare the emulsion without size control and (2) SPG membrane
emulsification, as described in the next section, to prepare a size-
controlled emulsion. In both cases, the emulsion was stirred for
600 s at 333 K while being agitated at 5 s-1. Microencapsulation
then began with the addition of the melamine-formalin prepolymer
solution, which was prepared separately. The prepolymer solution

(25) (a) Yoshizawa, H.; Kamio, E.; Hirabayashi, N.; Jacobson, J.; Kitamura,
Y. J. Microencapsulation 2004, 21, 241–249. (b) Yoshizawa, H.; Kamio, E.;
Kobayashi, E.; Jacobson, J.; Kitamura, Y. J. Microencapsulation 2007, 24, 349–
357.

Table 1. Preparation Conditions for Cross-Linked Polymelamine
Microcapsules with Polydisperse Emulsion Droplets in Which

Oil-Soluble Surfactant Was Dissolved

total
amount (g) content amount (g)

continuous phase I 100.0 distilled water
(+ NaOH)

97.5

poly(E-MA) 2.5
disperse phase 15.0 Isopar G + oil-

soluble surfactanta,b
15.0

melamine-formalin
prepolymer solution

50.0 melamine 5.0

37% formaline
solution

12.5

distilled water
(+ NaOH)

32.5

a Concentration of oil-soluble surfactant in the disperse phase: 0.01, 0.1,
0.5, 0.8, 1.0, or 5.0 wt %. b Dissolved oil-soluble surfactant: Solsperse17000
or SPAN85.

Table 2. Preparation Conditions for Cross-Linked Polymelamine
Microcapsules with Size-Controlled Emulsion Droplets

Containing Solsperse17000 Prepared by SPG Membrane
Emulsification

Emulsion Droplets with Different Average Diameters and Constant
Solsperse17000 Concentration, with Conditions the Same as in

Figure 8

total
amount (g) content amount (g)

continuous phase I 94.5 distilled water
(+ NaOH)

92.0

poly(E-MA) 2.5
concentrated emulsiona 15.5 Isopar G 9.75

Solsperse17000 0.011
continuous phase II 5.74

melamine-formalin
prepolymer solution

50.0 melamine 5.0

37% formaline
solution

12.5

distilled water
(+ NaOH)

32.5

Emulsion Droplets with Constant Average Diameter and Different
Solsperse17000 Concentrations, with Conditions the Same as in

Figure 9

amount (g)c

total
amount (g) content (a) (b)

continuous phase I 94.5 distilled water
(+ NaOH)

92.0 92.0

poly(E-MA) 2.5 2.5
concentrated emulsionb 15.5 Isopar G 9.75 9.73

Solsperse17000 0.015 0.029
continuous phase II 5.74 5.74

melamine-formalin
prepolymer solution

50.0 melamine 5.0 5.0

37% formaline
solution

12.5 12.5

distilled water
(+ NaOH)

32.5 32.5

a Average diameters of emulsion droplets were 5.5, 16.0, and 23.0 µm.
Continuous phase II: 1.0 wt % SDS solution. b Average diameter of emulsion
droplets was 8.0 µm. Continuous phase II: 1.0 wt % SDS solution. c Panels
(a) and (b) correspond to those in Figure 9.
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was prepared as follows: 5.0 g of melamine, 12.5 g of formalin
solution, and 32.5 g of distilled water with its pH adjusted to 9 by
using a 1 × 103 mol/m3 NaOH aqueous solution were mixed and
stirred at 333 K for 900 s. The temperature was kept constant at 333
K during microencapsulation, which was carried out for 10.8 ks
with agitation at 6.67 s-1. After 10.8 ks, the prepared microcapsules
were collected and washed with distilled water. The morphology of
the microcapsules was observed using a field-emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM S-4700, Hitachi). The process and
conditions for preparing the cross-linked polymelamine microcap-
sules using emulsion droplets whose sizes were not controlled are
shown in Figure 1a and Table 1, respectively. The process for the
emulsion droplets whose size was controlled by SPG membrane
emulsification is shown in Figure 1b. The conditions corresponding
to Figure 1b for Solsperse17000 and SPAN85 are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

SPG Membrane Emulsification. SPG membranes are highly
porous glass and are made of deposits of volcanic ash and sand.
They have a large number of uniform micrometer-sized pores. An
SPG membrane with the required pore size can be selected to prepare
monodisperse emulsion droplets with the required diameter.26 We
used tubular SPG membranes with pores of different sizes. They
were purchased from SPG Technology Co. Ltd. An SPG-membrane-
emulsification module (SPG mini-kit, SPG Technology Co. Ltd.)
was used to prepare a monodisperse O/W emulsion. The continuous
phase of the emulsification process (called continuous phase II
hereinafter) was first introduced inside the tubular SPG membrane.
For continuous phase II, we used a 1 wt % SDS solution for the
preparation of the emulsion droplets containing Solsperse17000 and
an aqueous mixture of 0.1 wt % SDS and 3.0 wt % PVP for the

droplets containing SPAN85.26d,e Continuous phase II was circulated
inside the tubular SPG membrane using a pump. The disperse phase
was then inserted into continuous phase II from outside the SPG
membrane by compressed N2 gas at a pressure that was kept constant
during the emulsification process. The resulting emulsion was
continuously circulated inside the tubular SPG membrane while the
disperse phase was being inserted. When the required amount of
disperse phase had been emulsified, the N2 gas was diverted to stop
the disperse phase from being inserted, and the emulsion was removed
from the emulsification module. We subsequently decreased the
SDS and PVP concentrations in the continuous phase with the
following procedure to prevent any interactions between poly(E-
MA) or melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer and SDS or PVP
during microencapsulation. We first poured the emulsion obtained
by SPG membrane emulsification into a separation funnel and
creamed it. The emulsion was settled until the oil droplets floated
upward and concentrated in the upper layer. The lower phase, in
which no oil droplets were present, was discarded. The upper layer
(concentrated emulsion) was then collected and dispersed in
continuous phase I. This treatment reduced the SDS concentration
in the mixture of continuous phase I, continuous phase II, and the
melamine-formalin prepolymer solution (the mixture is called
continuous phase III hereafter) to about 1/25 of that in continuous
phase II. A detailed description of the SPG membrane emulsification
process followed by microencapsulation is given in the Supporting
Information (Figure S1).

Interfacial Tension Measurement. The interfacial tension
between the oil phase (disperse phase) having different concentrations
of the oil-soluble surfactant and water and between Isopar G and
continuous phase I of different poly(E-MA) concentrations was
measured with a Wilhelmy plate interfacial tension meter (K100,
Krüss). The interfacial tension was measured until it plateaued (i.e.,
the adsorption of the surfactant on the interface reached equilibrium).
Experiments were carried out at 298 K.

Release of Core Material from the Microcapsules. The release
property of an encapsulated material from the microcapsules was

(26) (a) Nakashima, T.; Shimizu, M. Kagaku Kogaku Ronbunshu 1989, 15,
645–651. (b) Yoshizawa, H.; Ohta, H.; Maruta, M.; Uemura, Y.; Ijichi, K.; Hatate,
Y. J. Chem. Eng. Jpn. 1996, 29, 1027–1029. (c) Supsakulchai, A.; Ma, G. H.;
Nagai, M.; Omi, S. J. Microencapsulation 2002, 19, 425–450. (d) Ma, G. H.;
Sone, H.; Omi, S. Macromolecules 2004, 37, 2954–2964. (e) Kamio, E.; Kato,
A.; Yonemura, S.; Ono, T.; Yoshizawa, H. Colloid Polym. Sci. 2008, 286, 787–
793.

Table 3. Preparation Conditions for Cross-Linked Polymelamine Microcapsules with Size-Controlled Emulsion Droplets Containing
SPAN85 Prepared by SPG Membrane Emulsification

Emulsion Droplets with Constant Average Diameter and Different SPAN85 Concentrations with Conditions the Same as in Figure 10

amount (g)b

total amount (g) content (a) (b) (c) (d)

continuous phase I 94.5 distilled water (+ NaOH) 92.0 92.0 92.0 92.0
poly(E-MA) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

concentrated emulsiona 15.5 Isopar G 9.72 9.71 9.70 9.67
SPAN85 0.042 0.049 0.059 0.088
continuous phase II 5.74 5.74 5.74 5.74

melamine-formalin
prepolymer solution

50.0 melamine 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

37% formaline solution 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
distilled water (+ NaOH) 32.5 32.5 32.5 32.5

Different Poly(E-MA) Concentrations, with Conditions the Same as in Figure 11

amount (g)d

total amount (g) content (a) (b) (c)

continuous phase I 94.5 distilled water (+ NaOH) 92.0 91.5 89.5
poly(E-MA) 2.5 3.0 5.0

concentrated emulsionc 15.5 Isopar G 9.71 9.71 9.71
SPAN85 0.049 0.049 0.049
continuous phase II 5.74 5.74 5.74

melamine-formalin
prepolymer solution

50.0 melamine 5.0 5.0 5.0

37% formaline solution 12.5 12.5 12.5
distilled water (+ NaOH) 32.5 32.5 32.5

a Average diameter of emulsion droplets was 32.3 µm. Continuous phase II: distilled water containing SDS (0.1 wt %) and PVP (3.0 wt %). b Panels (a)-(c)
correspond to those in Figure 11. c Average diameter of emulsion droplets was 18.3 µm. Continuous phase II: distilled water containing SDS (0.1 wt %) and
PVP (3.0 wt %). d Panels (a)-(d) correspond to those in Figure 10.
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investigated as follows. Prepared microcapsules with Isopar G
containing oil blue N as their core were collected by filtration.
Microcapsules (2.0 g) in the wet state were weighed and poured into
1.0 × 10-4 m3 of ethanol while being stirred at 5.0 s-1. The
temperature was kept constant at 298 K during the experiment, which
was carried out for 1.8 ks with agitation at 5.0 s-1. At the desired
intervals, 1 × 10-6 m3 of the suspension was collected in a syringe,
and 0.5 × 10-6 m3 of the continuous phase was immediately separated
from the microcapsules by being passed through a filter. The visible-
light absorbance of the sample at 643 nm was measured using a
spectrophotometer (U-2000A, Hitachi), and the concentration of oil
blue N was determined.

Results and Discussion

Fabrication of Microcapsules with Holey Shells. The results
for microencapsulation according to the protocol in Figure 1a
are summarized in Table 4. Typical SEM images of the prepared
microcapsules are shown in Figure 2. Microcapsules with
complete, smooth, dense shells were formed (Figure 2a,c) when
the concentration of the oil-soluble surfactant dissolved in the

disperse phase was low. However, no microcapsules were
obtained when large amounts of oil-soluble surfactants were
added, regardless of the kinds of surfactants used. Some of
the microcapsules had macroholes in their shells when an oil-
soluble surfactant was added at the threshold concentration, as
indicated by the open triangles (∆) in Table 4. Typical examples
of microcapsules with macroholes are shown in Figure 2b,d.
These results were precisely what we expected (i.e., the
macroholes formed in places corresponding to where the oil-
soluble surfactant had adsorbed instead of poly(E-MA)).

To evaluate the formation of macroholes quantitatively, we
derived a theoretical equation for calculating the fraction of the
surface of an emulsion droplet covered by poly(E-MA) and an
oil-soluble surfactant as a function of the concentrations of poly
(E-MA) and oil-soluble surfactant and the radius of the droplet.
The derivation of the theoretical equation is given below. The
competitive adsorption of poly(E-MA) and oil-soluble surfactant
on the surface of an emulsion droplet was considered in the
derivation. It is important to note that in the theory we assumed
that poly(E-MA) and the oil-soluble surfactant do not interact
with each other in the interfacial region and that they adsorb at
the O/W interface independently.

Now, let us consider a unit oil droplet of O/W emulsion with
radius r. An oil-soluble surfactant is dissolved in the oil phase
(disperse phase) of the emulsion. Poly(E-MA) is dissolved in the
water phase (continuous phase). The oil-soluble surfactant adsorbs
on the surface of the emulsion droplet (i.e., adsorbs on the interface
between the oil and water phases). The following equation is
derived from the mass balance of the oil-soluble surfactant in
the adsorption equilibrium state

CS,org,0

100
VorgF)

CS,org,eq

100
VorgF+ΓS,eqMA (1)

where CS,org is the concentration of oil-soluble surfactant in the
oil phase in wt %, subscript 0 denotes the initial state and eq
denotes the equilibrium state, ΓS,eq is the equilibrium adsorption
amount of oil-soluble surfactant on the droplet surface in units
of mol/m2, F is the density of the solvent of the oil phase, M is
the molecular weight of the oil-soluble surfactant; Vorg denotes
the volume of the oil phase, and A denotes the surface area
of the emulsion droplet. Vorg and A are both functions of r (i.e.,
Vorg) 4πr3/3 and A) 4πr2). After substituting these relationships
into eq 1 and simplifying, we obtain the following relationship
among CS,org,eq, ΓS,eq, and r.

CS,org,eq )CS,org,0 -
300M
F

ΓS,eq

r
(2)

Let us next consider the competitive adsorption of poly(E-
MA) and oil-soluble surfactant on the surface of an emulsion
droplet. We describe the adsorption equilibria of poly(E-MA)
and oil-soluble surfactant at the oil/water interface with the
Langmuir adsorption isotherm, which can be derived from either
kinetic or thermodynamic considerations.27 In our model, we
used the Langmuir isotherm derived from kinetic considerations.
In the kinetic derivation, adsorption is modeled as a dynamic
equilibrium between adsorption to and desorption from the
interface lattice. The adsorption rate of surfactant is taken to be
proportional to the concentration of the surfactant in the bulk
solution and the fraction of the surface lattice unoccupied
by the surfactant. The desorption rate of surfactant is taken to
be proportional to the fraction of the surface occupied by the
surfactant. The dynamic equilibria of poly(E-MA) and oil-soluble
surfactant are given as follows

Table 4. Summary of Microcapsule Formationa

oil-soluble surfactant (wt %)

0.01 0.1 0.5 0.8 1 5

Solsperse17000 O 4 × × × ×
SPAN85 O O O 4 4 ×

a Microcapsule was prepared (O) or not prepared (×) in holes (4).

Figure 2. Cross-linked polymelamine microcapsules prepared with the
disperse phase in which an oil-soluble surfactant was dissolved. The
oil-soluble surfactants used were (a and b) Solsperse17000 and (c and
d) SPAN85. Concentrations of Solsperse17000 were (a) 0.01 and (b)
0.12 wt %. Concentrations of SPAN85 were (c) 0.1 and (d) 0.8 wt %.

Figure 3. Relationship between interfacial tension and concentration of
surfactant used in this study. Solid and broken lines are the results
calculated using eq 10.
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kEMACEMA,aqθv ) kEMA′θEMA (3)

kSCS,orgθv ) kS′θS (4)

where k and k′ are the adsorption and desorption rate constants,
respectively; subscript EMA indicates poly(E-MA), and subscript
S indicates oil-soluble surfactant; CEMA,aq is the concentration
of poly(E-MA) in the continuous phase; θEMA and θS are the
fractions of the surface of an emulsion droplet covered by poly(E-
MA) and by oil-soluble surfactant, respectively; and θv is the
fraction of the vacant interface. Among θEMA, θS, and θv, the
following relationship holds:

θEMA + θS + θv ) 1 (5)

The adsorption amounts of each surfactant on the interface are
expressed by θEMA and θS as follows

ΓEMA )ΓEMA
∞θEMA (6)

ΓS )ΓS
∞θS (7)

where Γ∞ is the saturated adsorption amount of surfactant on the
surface of an emulsion droplet. From eqs 3 – 7, we obtain the
following well-known Langmuir adsorption isotherm in a binary
component system.

ΓEMA,eq )
ΓEMA

∞KEMACEMA,aq,eq

1+KEMACEMA,aq,eq +KSCS,org,eq
(8)

ΓS,eq )
ΓS

∞KSCS,org,eq

1+KEMACEMA,aq,eq +KSCS,org,eq
(9)

where KEMA () kEMA/kEMA′) is the adsorption equilibrium
constant of poly(E-MA) and KS () kS/kS′) is that of oil-soluble
surfactant. In these equations, CEMA,aq,eq can be regarded as the
initial concentration of poly(E-MA), CEMA,aq,0, because a suf-
ficiently large amount of poly(E-MA) was dissolved in the
continuous phase under the experimental conditions used in this
study. By substituting eq 2 into eq 9 and solving for ΓS,eq, we
obtain an expression for ΓS,eq as a function of the radius of the
emulsion droplet and the concentrations of oil-soluble surfactant
and poly(E-MA). Subsequently, ΓEMA,eq can be calculated by
substituting the calculated ΓS,eq and eq 2 into eq 8. The fraction
of the surface of an emulsion droplet covered by poly(E-MA)
and oil-soluble surfactant can be calculated by substituting the
determined ΓS,eq and ΓEMA,eq into eqs 6 and 7, respectively. In
these calculations, ΓEMA

∞, ΓS
∞, KEMA, and KS are unknown

parameters. They were determined from interfacial tension
measurement for a single adsorption system for all surfactants.

The relationship between interfacial tension and surfactant
concentration is shown in Figure 3. The data were obtained for
simple solutions of the oil-soluble surfactant in Isopar G or poly(E-
MA) in water. As we can see from these plots, the interfacial
tension decreased as the concentration of each surfactant was
increased. To determine ΓEMA

∞, ΓS
∞, KEMA, and KS, we analyzed

the data in Figure 3 with the following Langmuir-Szyszkowski
equation27

γ) γ0 -RTΓi
∞ ln(1+KiCi,eq) (10)

where γ is the interfacial tension and γ0 is that at Ci,eq ) 0;
R is the gas constant and T is temperature; subscript i denotes
the surfactant being considered (i.e., i ) S or EMA). The solid
and broken lines in Figure 3 are the results calculated with eq
10. In the analysis, Γi

∞ and Ki were determined by trial and error

in order to show good correlation between the calculated line
and the experimental data. The determined Γi

∞ and Ki are listed
in Table 5. They were used to calculate the fractions of the
surface of an emulsion droplet covered by each surfactant, θi,
as a function of the oil-soluble surfactant concentration and droplet
radius.

The calculated results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The effect
of oil-soluble surfactant concentration on θi is shown in Figure
4. The value of CEMA,aq,eq used in the calculation was the same
as for the initial concentration of poly(E-MA) under the conditions
used to prepare the microcapsules given in Figure 2b,d (i.e.,
CEMA,aq,eq ) CEMA,aq,0 ) 1.67 wt %). The radii of the emulsion
droplets were adjusted to those of the microcapsules in Figure
2b,d (i.e., 9.4 µm for the Solsperse17000 system and 12.5 µm
for the SPAN85 system). The calculated results for the Sol-
sperse17000 system are indicated in Figure 4a by bold lines, and
those for SPAN85 are indicated in Figure 4b by bold blue lines.
As we can see from these lines, the values of θEMA for both
oil-soluble surfactant systems at the threshold concentration of
both oil-soluble surfactants are almost the same; θEMA is about
0.85 for both oil-soluble surfactants (indicated by the broken
arrows in Figure 4a,b). These experimental and calculated results
suggest the following hypothesis concerning the macrohole
formation mechanism.

First, nuclei for the microcapsule shells are formed through
a reaction between melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer and
poly(E-MA). The nuclei are formed in the continuous phase and

(27) Prosser, A. J.; Franses, E. I. Colloids Surf., A 2001, 178, 1–40.

Table 5. Saturation Adsorption Amount, Γi
∞, and Adsorption

Equilibrium Constant, Ki, of Each Surfactant on the Surface of
the Emulsion Droplet

Γi
∞ (mol/m2) Ki (wt %-1)

poly(E-MA) 2.0 × 10-6 2.3 × 103

Solsperse17000 3.0 × 10-6 1.7 × 104

SPAN85 3.7 × 10-6 1.0 × 103

Figure 4. Relationship between θi and oil-soluble surfactant concentra-
tion. The oil-soluble surfactants were (a) Solsperse17000 and (b) SPAN85.
In the legend, EM denotes emulsion, and dp denotes the diameter of the
emulsion droplet used as the microcapsule core.
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on the surface of an emulsion droplet because poly(E-MA)
molecules are dissolved in the continuous phase and are also
adsorbed onto the droplet surface. The nuclei formed on the
surface of an emulsion droplet grow through the reaction with
melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer, the adhesion of nuclei
deposited in the continuous phase, and the adhesion of other
nuclei deposited on the droplet surface; then the precursors of
the microcapsule shells are constructed on the droplet surface.
The self-assembly of oil-soluble surfactant molecules adsorbed
on the droplet surface occurs simultaneously. The microcapsule
shell precursors grow parallel to the droplet surface, and disklike
shells, similar to the ones in the upper right corner of Figure 6,
are then formed on the droplet surface. The disklike shells no
longer move on the droplet surface because they are too large.
When θEMA is larger than 0.8, adjacent disklike shells connect
with one another as they grow through the reaction with
melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer and the adhesion of nuclei
deposited in the continuous phase. When the number of disklike

shells formed on the droplet surface is sufficiently large (i.e.,
θEMA< 0.9), microcapsules with smooth, dense shells are formed.
If the number of disklike shells is somewhat small (i.e., 0.8 <
θEMA > 0.9), then microcapsules with holes in their shells are
formed. However, when θEMA is smaller than 0.8, adjacent disklike
shells do not satisfactorily connect with one another. As a result,
the microcapsules cannot retain their spherical form, as shown
in Figure 6. If θEMA is much smaller, then no disklike shells are
formed, which means that no microcapsules can be formed. To
confirm the above hypothesis, we further investigated the effect
of θEMA on the formation of the macroholes in the microcapsule
shells.

We thought that if we adjusted the fraction of the droplet
surface covered by poly(E-MA) to about 0.85 then only
microcapsules with macroholes in their shells would be prepared.
As we can see from Figure 5a, θEMA decreases as the droplet
diameter increases. That is, we must use monodisperse emulsion
droplets as the microcapsule core to precisely adjust the fraction
of the droplet surface covered by the surfactants. Therefore, in
the investigations described below, we used monodisperse
emulsion droplets prepared by SPG membrane emulsification as
the core.

The O/W emulsion prepared by SPG membrane emulsification
is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen, the droplets were uniform
in size. The average diameter was proportional to the pore
diameters of the SPG membrane and about 5 times larger. The
coefficient of variation (CV) values were almost 10%. We first
investigated what effect the droplet diameters had on the
preparation of holey microcapsules. The microencapsulation
conditions are listed in Table 2, and the microencapsulation
protocol is shown in Figure 1b. The arrows in Figure 5a indicate
the θEMA corresponding to the droplet diameter for each type of
emulsion used to prepare the microcapsules. The prepared
microcapsules were strongly influenced by the droplet diameters,

Figure 5. Relationships between (a) θi and the diameter of emulsion
droplets used as the microcapsule cores and (b) θi and the concentration
of poly(E-MA) in continuous phase III.

Figure 6. SEM image of microcapsule shells prepared under conditions
of CEMA,aq,0 ) 1.67 wt % and CS,org,0 ) 0.5 wt %, where the oil-soluble
surfactant used was Solsperse17000, and the emulsion droplet size was
not controlled. In the upper right corner is an SEM image of the disklike
shells.

Figure 7. Optical microscopy images of the emulsions prepared by SPG
membrane emulsification. The pore diameters of the SPG membrane
were (a) 2.6 and (b) 4.8 µm.
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as we expected from the theoretical calculations. The prepared
microcapsules are shown in Figure 8. The microcapsules prepared
using emulsion droplets with an average diameter of 5.5 µm
(Figure 8a) had smooth complete shells. Those prepared using
droplets with an average diameter of 16.0 µm consisted of ones
with large holes and ones with small holes coexisting, as shown
in Figure 8b. A careful study of the microcapsules in Figure 8b
revealed that those with larger diameters had large holes whereas
those with smaller diameters had small holes. The small
differences in the diameters of droplets prepared by SPG
membrane emulsification affected the size and quantity of
macroholes in each microcapsule shell. Thus, if we could control
the diameter of emulsion droplets (i.e., θEMA) more precisely,
then we could control the diameter and quantity of macroholes.
As additionally shown in Figure 8b, the diameters of micro-
capsules with small holes were about 16 µm. This result indicates
that θEMA for 16-µm-diameter droplets is the critical θEMA. As
we can see from Figure 5, the critical θEMA was nearly 0.90.
Microcapsules prepared using droplets with an average diameter

of 23.0 µm are shown in Figure 8c. All of them had shells with
macroholes. As can be seen from Figure 5, when the droplet
diameter is 23.0 µm, θEMA is about 0.86. Therefore, only
microcapsules with macroholes in the shells were formed.

Next, we investigated the effect of the concentration of
Solsperse17000 on the formation of macroholes in the micro-
capsule shell. We used emulsion droplets with an average diameter
of 8.0 µm in which 0.15 or 0.30 wt % of Solsperse17000 had
been dissolved. The experimental conditions and microencap-
sulation protocol are listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 1b,
respectively. The calculated θEMA for each concentration of
Solsperse17000 is indicated in Figure 4a by solid arrows. They
indicate that θEMA is 0.92 for CS,org,0 ) 0.15 wt % and 0.84 for
CS,org,0 ) 0.3 wt %. That is, the theoretical calculations suggest
that microcapsules with complete shells will be prepared at CS,org,0

) 0.15 wt % and microcapsules with macroholes will be prepared
at CS,org,0 ) 0.3 wt %. Prepared microcapsules for both of these
concentrations are shown in Figure 9. As expected from the
calculated results, each of the microcapsules prepared at CS,org,0

) 0.15 wt % had a complete shell and each of those prepared
at CS,org,0 ) 0.3 wt % had a holey shell.

We also examined the preparation of microcapsules with
macroholes in their shells by using SPAN85 as an oil-soluble
surfactant. The theoretical calculation for the SPAN85 system
shown in Figure 4b indicates that θEMA is weakly dependent on
the concentration of SPAN85; that is, θEMA could be easily and
precisely controlled by controlling the SPAN85 concentration.
From the above-mentioned investigation of Solsperse17000, we
expected that macroholes would appear when θEMA is in the
range from 0.8 to 0.9. As shown by the thin red lines and the
solid arrows in Figure 4b, the corresponding SPAN85 concen-
tration range is 0.43-0.98 wt % when the diameter of an emulsion
droplet is 32 µm. We prepared the microcapsules by using droplets

Figure 8. SEM images of microcapsules prepared using size-controlled
emulsion droplets of various diameters. Preparation conditions: CEMA,aq,0

) 1.67 wt % and CS,org,0 ) 0.11 wt %. the oil-soluble surfactant used
was Solsperse17000, and the average droplet diameters were (a) 5.5, (b)
16.0, and (c) 23.0 µm. Overviews are shown in the insets, where the
scale bars correspond to 50 µm.

Figure 9. SEM images of microcapsules prepared with size-controlled
emulsion droplets having different concentrations of Solsperse17000.
Preparation conditions: CEMA,aq,0 was 1.67 wt %, CS,org,0 was (a) 0.15 and
(b) 0.30 wt %, and the average droplet diameter was 8.0 µm. Overviews
are shown in the insets, where the scale bars correspond to 20 µm.
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containing SPAN85 within this concentration range. The
experimental conditions and microencapsulation protocol are
listed in Table 3 and shown in Figure 1b, respectively. The droplets
were prepared by SPG membrane emulsification. The average
droplet diameter was 32 µm. Microcapsules enclosing the
emulsion droplets containing 0.43, 0.50, 0.60, and 0.90 wt %
SPAN85 are shown in Figure 10. As we expected, macroholes
were formed in the shells of all of the microcapsules prepared
in this investigation. In addition, the hole size increased with
increasing SPAN85 concentration (i.e., the size of the macroholes
could be controlled by adjusting the SPAN85 concentration).
The holes in the shells of microcapsules prepared with 0.43 wt
% SPAN85 were very small. From this result, we concluded that
the critical concentration of SPAN85 for hole formation is 0.43
wt %. From the theoretical calculation, the corresponding θEMA

was estimated to be 0.90, which agrees with the critical θEMA

estimated for Solsperse17000.
Another parameter for controlling θEMA is the concentration of

poly(E-MA) in continuous phase III. We examined the effect of
CEMA,aq,0 on the surfaceholeswith theother conditionskept constant.
As shown in Figure 5b, when the emulsion droplet diameter is
20 µm and the concentration of SPAN85 is 0.5 wt %, the
concentration range of poly(E-MA) that provides a θEMA value
of 0.8-0.9 is 0.8-2.0 wt %. We prepared microcapsules
according to this calculated result. The experimental conditions
and microencapsulation protocol are listed in Table 3 and shown
in Figure 1b, respectively. The average diameter of the emulsion
droplets used was 18.3 µm. The prepared microcapsules are
shown in Figure 11. As expected, the microcapsules prepared
with 1.67 wt % poly(E-MA) had macroholes, and those prepared
with 3.33 wt % had no holes. In addition, when CEMA,aq,0 was
2.0 wt % (i.e., θEMA was the critical value of 0.90), very small
holes were formed in the microcapsule shells.

We also investigated the effect of the concentration of
melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer in continuous phase III,
which would not affect θEMA, on the surface holes with other
conditions kept constant. The experimental conditions and
prepared microcapsules are shown in the Supporting Information

(Figure S2). We found that the morphology of the microcapsule
shell (e.g., the size and density of the macroholes) was hardly
affected by the prepolymer concentration. This result agrees with
our theoretical considerations.

We conclude from these experimental and theoretical inves-
tigations that cross-linked polymelamine microcapsules with
macroholes in their shells can be prepared by controlling the
fraction of the emulsion droplet surface covered by poly(E-MA)
in the presence of an additional oil-soluble surfactant. The
formation of macroholes in the microcapsule shells seems to be
related to the oil-soluble surfactant adsorbed on the droplet surface,
and these surfactant molecules seem to self-assemble at the surface
during shell formation. We again note that, in our model, we
assumed that poly(E-MA) and the oil-soluble surfactant do not
interact with each other in the interfacial region and that they
adsorb at the O/W interface independently. However, they might
be in association equilibrium with each other, and the associated
complex might adsorb on some sites in the interface. It may be
possible to obtain a rigorous relationship between the ratio of
the hole area of the surface of the microcapsules and the ratio
of components adsorbed on the interface by applying a competitive
adsorption isotherm model derived for the multicomponent system
in which the adsorption of an associated complex is also
considered. Although the association between polymer and
surfactant has been investigated in previous studies, most of
them discussed the interactions between polymer and surfactant
coexisting in the same phase.28 More knowledge about the
interaction between polymer and surfactant in the oil/water
interfacial region would be useful.

Application of Microcapsules with Macroholes in Their
Shells. Release of Core Material from Holey Microcapsules. As
an example of the applications of microcapsules with macroholes
in their shells, we examined the controlled release of encapsulated
material. One would expect the release rate to increase with the

(28) (a) Jones, M. N. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 1967, 23, 36–42. (b) Folmer,
B. M.; Kronberg, B. Langmuir 2000, 16, 5987–5992. (c) Touhami, Y.; Rana, D.;
Neale, G. H.; Hornof, V. Colloid Polym. Sci. 2001, 279, 297–300. (d) Goddard,
E. D. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2002, 256, 228–235.

Figure 10. SEM images of the microcapsules prepared with size-controlled emulsion droplets containing different concentrations of SPAN85.
Preparation conditions: CEMA,aq,0 was 1.67 wt %; CS,org,0 was (a) 0.43, (b) 0.50, (c) 0.60, and (d) 0.90 wt %; and the average droplet diameter was
32.3 µm. The insets are magnified views with the scale bars corresponding to 5 µm.
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size of the macroholes. We investigated the release behavior by
using holey microcapsules prepared from emulsion droplets
containing a small amount of blue dye (oil blue N) and 0, 0.43,
0.5, and 0.6 wt % SPAN85. The average diameter of the emulsion
droplets was 32.3 µm. Microcapsules prepared without SPAN85
had smooth, complete shells whereas those prepared with SPAN85
had holey shells. For each SPAN85 concentration, the holes
were nearly the same size as those in the microcapsules prepared
with the same SPAN85 concentration in Figure 10. The release
behavior was evaluated by measuring the concentration of oil
blue N that was eluted from the microcapsule into the elutriant
(ethanol). The results are shown in Figure 12a, where Cdye denotes
the concentration of oil blue N in the elutriant. It is clearly shown
in Figure 12a that the release rate becomes as high as the
concentration of SPAN85 in the encapsulated emulsion droplet
increase. The release behavior of hole-free microcapsules
([SPAN85] ) 0 wt %) is obviously different from that of holey
ones. Hardly any oil blue N was released in the first 300 s.
However, once release began, it was almost completed by 1200 s.
The reason that such a specific release profile was observed was
clearly revealed in an SEM photograph of the hole-free
microcapsules after the controlled release experiment. As shown
in Figure 12b, almost all hole-free microcapsules were crushed

and had slight cracks in their shells. In the early stage, ethanol
entered the microcapsule through the shells. Because the solvent
of the core material (Isopar G) could not penetrate the shells, the
hole-free microcapsules burst after 300 s as a result of ethanol
penetration into the cores and the formation of cracks in the
shells. The materials encapsulated in the microcapsules were
then eluted through the cracks. At that time, ethanol could not
flow into the microcapsules because of the pressure difference
inside and outside the microcapsules. Therefore, the hole-free
microcapsules were crushed. However, the microcapsules with
holes were not crushed during the elution of the core material.
An example of an SEM photograph of holey microcapsules
after the controlled release experiment is shown in Figure
12c. Because the inflow of ethanol and the outflow of the core
material through the holes occurred simultaneously, the holey
microcapsules were hardly crushed. In addition, as shown in
Figure 12c, the holey microcapsules were not crushed after
filtration and drying with ethanol. Dried holey microcapsules

(29) Daiguji, H.; Makuta, T.; Kinoshita, H.; Oyabu, T.; Takemura, F. J. Phys.
Chem. B 2007, 111, 8879–8884.

Figure 11. SEM images of microcapsules prepared with different
concentrations of poly(E-MA). Preparation conditions: CEMA,aq,0 was (a)
1.67, (b) 2.0, and (c) 3.33 wt % and CS,org,0 was 0.5 wt %. SPAN85 was
used as an oil-soluble surfactant. The emulsion droplets were size-
controlled ones prepared by SPG membrane emulsification. The average
droplet diameter was 18.3 µm. The insets are magnified views with the
scale bars corresponding to 5 µm.

Figure 12. Controlled release behavior of microcapsules with and without
holes in their shells. (a) Time course of the concentration of oil blue N
released from the microcapsules. (b, c) SEM images of the microcapsules
after elution; average droplet diameter was 32.3 µm, and SPAN85
concentration in the microencapsulated Isopar G was (b) 0 and (c) 0.5
wt %. The insets are magnified views with the scale bars corresponding
to 5 µm.
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contain air, so we can use them as templates for monodisperse
size-controlled microcapsules encapsulating gaseous cores, which
could be fabricated if we could successfully close the holes in
the dried microcapsules. Microcapsule-encapsulating gaseous
cores will be useful for many applications, including the weight
reduction of materials and thermal and acoustical insulation (e.g.,
diagnostic ultrasound contrast agents).29 The fabrication of micro-
capsules encapsulating gaseous cores is a topic for future work.

Fabrication of Microcapsules Encapsulating Aqueous Solution.
As shown in Figure 12a, the core material in the holey
microcapsules was quickly removed and replaced by ethanol.
We expected that this ethanol substituting for the original core
material could also be removed easily and replaced by water.
That is, we thought it would be easy to obtain holey microcapsules
containing an aqueous solution. If the holes in the shells of the
microcapsules containing aqueous solution can be successfully
closed, then microcapsules encapsulating aqueous solution can
be fabricated. We thought that the holes could be closed by
additional microencapsulation of the holey microcapsules
containing aqueous solution as the cores. To demonstrate the
feasibility of fabricating microcapsules with double-layer shells,
we added reactive water-soluble dye to the continuous phase
used for the additional microencapsulating process. We chose
to use reactive blue 160 as a reactive water-soluble dye because
it has both triazine and sec-amine units and thus can react with
melamine-formaldehyde prepolymer. Therefore, the shells of
the microcapsules synthesized in aqueous solution containing
reactive blue 160 become blue. We can easily recognize the
formation of the additional shells on the holey microcapsules.
In addition, we used emulsion droplets including a small amount
of oil-soluble red dye (oil red O) to confirm the complete removal
of the oily core from the holey microcapsules. The additional
microencapsulation was performed according to the process
shown in Figure 1a and the conditions shown in Table 1. As
continuous phase I, we used an aqueous solution with 2.5 wt %
poly(E-MA) and 0.1 wt % Reactive Blue 160 dissolved in it.
Instead of the disperse phase, we used a suspension of holey
microcapsules prepared from emulsion droplets with 0.5 wt %
SPAN85 and then washed with ethanol and distilled water to
replace the core material with water. The mass fraction of the
microcapsules in the suspension was about 75%. The prepared
microcapsules were separated from the continuous phase and
washed with distilled water. They were filtered and dried to
enable us to observe the morphology by FE-SEM. The holey
microcapsules and the resultant double-layer microcapsules
encapsulating the aqueous solution are shown in Figure 13. Figure
13a is an SEM photograph of the holey microcapsules, which
are the original starting blocks for the double-layer microcapsules
encapsulating the aqueous solution. As shown in the upper inset,
submicrometer-sized macroholes were formed in the shell of
each microcapsule. The original holy microcapsules with the
core material replaced by water were microencapsulated again.
An SEM photograph of the obtained double-layer microcapsules
is shown in Figure 13b. It is clear that the macroholes were
successfully closed. The upper inset in Figure 13b is an SEM
photograph of the crosssection of the microcapsule. This image
confirms that the microcapsule had a single core. The lower
insert in Figure 13b is a photograph of a dried sample. This
image clearly shows that the microcapsule is blue. That is, the
additional shell was formed on the surface of the original
microcapsule and closed the holes. Figure 13c shows the
suspensions of microcapsules. The microcapsules in the left test
tube are the original ones encapsulating Isopar G with oil red
O dissolved in it. Because the density of Isopar G (7.49 × 105

g/m3) was less than that of water, the microcapsules floated. The
microcapsules with their core material replaced by water are in
the middle test tube. The color of these microcapsules is white
instead of red, which indicates that the oily core in the original
microcapsules was completely removed. In addition, the mi-
crocapsules in the middle tube sank in water, which means that
the oily core had been replaced by water. The double-layer
microcapsules with closed holes are in the right test tube. They
also sank in water (i.e., the aqueous solution was encapsulated
in the microcapsules). This confirms that a holey microcapsule
can be used as a template for fabricating a microcapsule
encapsulating hydrophilic compounds. It should be noted that
macroholes slightly larger than those shown in Figure 13a were
not completely closed and that nanosized holes remained in the
microcapsule shells after the additional microencapsulation. A
microcapsule that contains an aqueous solution and has a shell
with tiny holes is potentially applicable as a bioreactor. The

Figure 13. Microcapsules encapsulating aqueous solution after additional
microencapsulation of the holey microcapsules. (a) Original microcap-
sules encapsulating aqueous solution; holey microcapsules were prepared
with emulsion droplets having an average diameter of 32.3 µm and
containing 0.5 wt % of SPAN85 and a small amount of a red dye (oil
red O). (b) Microcapsules encapsulating an aqueous solution. The upper
insets in panels a and b are magnified views with the scale bars
corresponding to 10 µm, and the lower ones are photographs of filtered
samples. (c) Suspensions of the microcapsules in distilled water. (Left)
original microcapsules shown in panel a, (middle) holey microcapsules
with their core material replaced by water, and (right) microcapsules
encapsulating the aqueous solution shown in panel b.
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macroholes in the shell of the original microcapsule should allow
free diffusion of a living cell or a bacillus into the microcapsule.
Then, the macroholes could be closed by the additional
microencapsulation. The nanosized holes remaining after the
additional microencapsulation should prevent a living cell or
bacillus from leaving the microcapsule and should also allow
free diffusion of gases, nutrients, and wastes. With the aim of
making a bioreactor, we are planning to perform further
investigations into the fabrication of microcapsules containing
an aqueous solution suspending biocatalysts and having shells
with nanosized holes.

Conclusions

We described the preparation of cross-linked polymelamine
microcapsules with macroholes in their shells by a phase-
separation method. The macroholes were formed by utilizing the
competitive adsorption of a water-soluble polymeric surfactant
and an oil-soluble surfactant on the surface of an emulsion droplet
used as the capsule core. Theoretical calculations based on the
competitive adsorption of surfactants on the surface of an emulsion
droplet were used to explain the formation of macroholes in
microcapsule shells. The theoretical calculations revealed that
the fraction of the droplet surface covered by poly(E-MA)
depended on the concentrations of poly(E-MA) and the oil-soluble
surfactant and the diameter of the emulsion droplet. By comparing
the properties of prepared microcapsules with the calculated
results, we found that for poly(E-MA) the critical degree of surface
coverage needed to fabricate holey microcapsules was about
0.90. By controlling the concentrations of poly(E-MA) and the
oil-soluble surfactant and the droplet diameter according to the
calculated results, we successfully prepared only microcapsules
with macroholes. The size and quantity of macroholes could be
controlled by adjusting the fraction of the droplet surface covered

by poly(E-MA). We conclude from the experimental and
theoretical investigations that the macroholes formed in micro-
capsule shells resulted from the adsorption and self-assembly of
the oil-soluble surfactant on the droplet surface during the
formation of the shells of cross-linked polymelamine micro-
capsules.

The applications of microcapsules with macroholes in their
shells were also investigated. Controlling the hole size allowed
us to control the release rate of the core material. Microcapsules
with macroholes have the potential to be used in controlled release
applications. We also found that they were not crushed when the
core material was being replaced. Microcapsules containing an
aqueous solution were fabricated by using the microcapsules
with macroholes as templates. The macroholes in the shells were
successfully closed by an additional microencapsulation. Thus,
microcapsules with macroholes in their shells can also be used
as templates for fabricating microcapsules containing hydrophilic
compounds, which could be used as bioreactors.
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